
Artist Profile – Adia Millett 
 
b. 1975 Los Angeles, CA; lives and works in Oakland, CA 
 
 Millett attended the University of California at Berkeley where she received her BFA and 
later the California Institute of Arts where she received her MFA. She then went on to study in 
the Whitney Museum Independent Study Program, followed by the Studio Museum in Harlem 
residency program. Along with creating and teaching art, Millett has won several awards and 
participated in many residencies including the New York Foundation for the Arts Fellowship, the 
Three Walls Artist Residency, and the Fountainhead Residency.  

Millett’s work comprises of installation, sculpture, embroidery, painting, textiles, 
photography, video, drawing, and collage to explore metaphorical spaces. Millett also uses 
different techniques in her works, like taking things apart, cutting, pasting, sewing, and building 
to discover the space where transitions occur and where impermanence unfolds. Her 
installation and 3D work shows subvert scenes of domestic life, the natural world, and lived 
experience while her 2D works show 3D objects with a new flatness and isolation that make 
them into a symbol.  

Millett often uses stationary and solitary objects to show her own language of craft, 
symbolism, and technique, examples of this are an embroidered bird, a window, or a chair. Not 
only are her objects showing her language of craft, but her process is linked with craft as well, 
her technique of quilting, stitching, miniatures, and painting are meant to explore her themes in 
a decorative and craft-derived way. With her objects, Millett also creates spaces that are devoid 
of humans, contain traces of untold stories within the objects, show an illusion of a ghost-like 
atmosphere, and show the push and pull between the familiar and the unfamiliar.  
 Themes that show up in Millett’s work are cultural identities and how they can overlap, 
mesh, collide, and separate, along with dark, light, loss, memory, and imperfectness. Millett’s 
2D works typically focus on the subject of houses or architecture and she has a series of wood 
sculptural pieces that zoom in on houses and focus on the windows. She creates miniature and 
life-size rooms that depict ghost-like settings, although in some of her life-size rooms she 
includes people that bring their own mystery to the setting. Millett’s quilt works vary from 
piece to piece, they can be geometric in shape or organic, their similarity being the bright colors 
and patterns. Lastly, her stitching works depict a wide range of subjects that include birds, 
underwear, knives, and guns to show her focus on material things, especially highly referential 
objects that were once mass produced and spread through the poor and working-class 
communities.  
 Examples of Millett’s works include Transmogrify (1), Longing for Sunset (2), The Fire 
Next Time (3), The Birth of Bardo (4), and a part of Inventing Truth (5).   
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